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This thesis provides an algorithm based on marginal analysis to help CLF 
Supply Officers load ships with Provisions (food), High Usage Load List (HULL), 
and ship store stock. The algorithm is incorporated into an EXCEL spreadsheet and 
produces a prioritized list of items in their optimum stocking sequence. The algorithm 
is compared to both the Atlantic and Pacific Fleet current loading methods using a 
food item example and shows a 60-70% increase in expected supply effectiveness. 
Furthermore, the algorithm is generic and can be applied to any inventory problem 
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In the private sector and in shore based military situations, inventory models are 
typically designed to minimize total inventory cost by balancing the cost of holding 
inventory against the cost of not having inventory on hand when it is needed. The holding 
cost is normally a combination of capital, insurance, obsolescence and deterioration costs. 
The cost of not having an item is measured in lost sales, reduced goodwill and lost 
production (private sector) or operational time (military). 
Inventory decisions for ships and other mobile units follow the same basic principle 
of considering the trade-offbetween holding and stock-out costs. However, balancing 
these costs may not always be useful because the stock-out costs can far outweigh the 
holding costs. As a result, the optimal quantities determined by the usual method may 
exceed the amount of on-board space available. This is particularly true when determining 
inventory quantities to be loaded on Combat Logistics Force (CLF) ships. The CLF ship 
acts as the principle source of supply for deployed combat ships and units, so the CLF 
Supply Officer's objective is not cost minimuzation, but rather customer service 
maximization. The relevant constraint to maximizing customer service is the total space 
available for holding inventory. 
The material carried on CLF ships is classified into five commodities: Fleet Issue 
Load List (FILL) material; provisions (food); ship's store merchandise; High Usage Load 
List (HULL) material; and petroleum products (AO Deckload). The itemized lists ofthis 
material is published in the Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning Guide Overseas (CARGO) 
and is maintained by the Ship's Parts Control Center (SPCC), the Fleet Material Support 
Office (FMSO), the Navy Food Service Support Office (NA VFSSO) and the Navy 
Exchange Command (NEXCOM). 
The stocking quantities and reorder policies for FILL inventories are determined 
by SPCC by operational analysts who strive to determine optimal inventory levels. 
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However, the other commodities are controlled at the operational staff and shipboard level 
by personnel who frequently lack the expertise to make appropriate stocking decisions. 
In the recent past, Pacific CLF ships have been deployed almost exclusively to the 
Persian Gulf and Atlantic CLF ships have had a regular deployment schedule to the 
Mediterranean Sea. This resulted in the development of stable logistics pipelines and a 
regular re-supply schedule. If the CLF deployed with a poor mix of material, the initial 
load could be supplemented by re-supply. The nature of current operations are less 
predictable. They often do not last long enough to set up re-supply pipelines. These 
dynamic operational situations will likely continue in the future. 
During the cold war, it was U. S. Navy policy to keep inventory levels in excess of 
lead time demand on CLF ships because, if a war were to breakout with the Soviet Union, 
our re-supply pipelines would be disrupted. The CLF would be forced to operate without 
re-supply. Now the same idea is also sound, but for a different reason. Today's political 
environment produces limited conflicts which can happen anywhere in the world and 
typically last a year or less. These short operations are often completed before a re-supply 
pipeline can be established. In this logistics environment, the inventory problem is to find 
the right mix of products to carry, in order to satisfy the maximum number of customer 
demands constrained by the CLF ship's storage capacity. 
Procedures for determining the amount of non-FILL material to load for a 
deployment are currently not standardized throughout the Navy. Guidance is frequently 
passed informally from ship to ship or from staff member to staff member resulting in 
inconsistent and often poor fleet customer service due to stock outs. Tools are needed to 
assist the CLF supply officer and the operational staffs to make stocking decisions which 
will maximize customer satisfaction. 
The total amount of material to be carried on the CLF ship is not usually in 
question. The real decision is, "How much of the available space should be allocated to 
each item?" Therefore the quantity loading decisions are based on how the loading of a 
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particular item will help the ship accomplish its mission goal of filling customer demand. 
For example, if the CLF ship has room for only one case of frozen food and the Supply 
Officer can choose between a case of chicken or a case of Brussels sprouts, he or she 
should choose the item that will increase the ship's chances of satisfying the most 
customer demand during a support period. That is, if chicken is more likely to be ordered 
th~n Brussels sprouts, the Supply Officer should load a case of chicken. 
This thesis advocates using marginal analysis as a tool to assist the CLF Supply 
Officer in making these loading decisions. The vehicle proposed to exploit marginal 
analysis is an algorithm programmed into an EXCEL spread sheet. The marginal benefit 
that an inventory item adds to a ship's mission is an appropriate means to compare items 
for stocking consideration. In order to determine the marginal benefit that a carried item 
adds to a CLF ship, a utility function must be defined. On a CLF ship, utility can be 
measured in terms of the ship's performance statistics. The critical statistic is called 
"Supply Effectiveness." Net supply effectiveness is defined as the number of requisitions 
filled by the ship divided by the total number of valid requisitions received by the ship. 
The proposed algorithm uses the expected increase in performance for each incremental 
increase in an item's stocking level to determine the mix of items that will maximize 
customer satisfaction. 
Chapter II provides a detailed background discussion ofthe operational logistics 
environment in which CLF ships operate including the current methodology and 
procedures which determine the loading of CLF ships. Chapter III explains the theoretical 
framework for determining the loading sequence of a CLF ship given commodity demand 
distributions and a space constraint. Chapter IV develops the algorithm and uses actual 
CLF demand data from WESTPAC ships to illustrate how a spreadsheet based on the 
algorithm can be used as a decision making tool. Chapter V concludes the thesis with a 
summary of the algorithm's performance and offers recommendations for how the 




A. CLF SHIP OPERATIONS 
Atlantic and Pacific Fleet CLF ship operations are different in many respects, but 
many general practices apply to both. Many strides were made in recent years in fleet 
standardization and it is a continuing effort. Requisitioning procedures have been 
standardized and both Fleets carry the same line items. Operational disparity remains 
because of the geographical contrasts of the two oceans that dominate each fleet's 
operational areas. The Pacific theater's long logistical distances provide a less flexible 
operational environment while the short distances encountered in the Mediterranean Sea 
allow for more flexible use ofCLF assets. For example, one Atlantic Fleet T-AFS can 
simultaneously service a battle group operating off the coast of Israel and one operating in 
the Adriatic Sea. A Pacific Fleet T -AFS cannot simultaneously service a battle group in 
the Indian Ocean and one in the Persian Gulf The Area ofResponsibility (AOR) in the 
Pacific is so large that distances limit logistics flexibility. This difference in flexibility has 
historically created two separate CLF philosophies, the station ship and the shuttle ship 
philosophies. 
The station ship philosophy has the CLF ship steaming with the battle group and 
only leaving the operational area for a short time. A shuttle ship steams with the customer 
ships when providing direct support. But, it leaves the battle group to serve other 
customers or returns to a shore logistics site to load supplies. The Pacific Fleet 
historically has operated under the station ship philosophy because the ability of one CLF 
ship to support geographically separated battle groups was limited. The shuttle ship 
philosophy was dominant in the Atlantic Fleet because one CLF ship could realistically go 
from one battle group to another and provide support. During Desert Storm, the 
concentration of ships in the Persian Gulf allowed the Pacific Fleet to use the shuttle ship 
philosophy also. The shuttle ship philosophy is dependent on a resupply point to maintain 
stock levels on the primary CLF asset. Because of the dynamic world environment, 
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resupply pipelines are frequently not dependable and so the station ship concept is likely to 
emerge as the dominant strategy used in future operations. Current ship building efforts, 
USS SUPPLY (AOE-6) class, are designed around a station ship concept. 
Both Atlantic and Pacific Fleet operational staffs provide loading guidance to CLF 
ships, but most effort is directed towards T -AFS class ships which are the workhorse of 
th~ Combat Logistics Force. The following two sections describe the guidance the staffs 
provide for these units. In the future, the other ship types of the CLF will increase in 
importance and new guidance will have to be developed to better load these ships. 
Currently, the other ship types are being loaded in an ad hoc manner and little data is 
available to evaluate the performance of the loading process. 
B. CURRENT METHODOLOGY (ATLANTIC FLEET) 
Atlantic Fleet CLF operations have almost exclusively centered on the 
Mediterranean Sea during the time of the Cold War. The major exceptions to this have 
been short exercises to the North Sea and sharing duties with the Pacific Fleet during 
Desert Storm. This stable environment has enabled the Atlantic Fleet staffs to establish 
reliable transportation pipelines and local sources of supply to assist the CLF ships in the 
Mediterranean. In this situation, initial loading of the CLF is important but not as critical 
as it would be with out this infrastructure. However, the ability to maintain this pipeline 
has depended on the availability of excess CLF assets. Currently, CLF assets are scarce so 
a pipeline from CONUS is not in place. According to Commander Naval Surface Force 
Atlantic (COMNA VSURFLANT) staff, a T -AFS is loaded in Norfolk, Virginia for an 86 
day period of support in the Mediterranean and then is replaced by the next CLF ship in 
the rotation. Less capable CLF units such as AOE and AOR ships deploy with the battle 
group and fill gaps in T -AFS support. 
COMNA VSURFLANT assists Atlantic Fleet CLF Supply Officers when they load 
their ships for deployment. A simple 12 month average is used to set the load quantities 
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and judgmental adjustment is made for intuitively seasonal items such as hot chocolate, 
ice cream and holiday foods. Hueristics are used to determine the stocking objectives in 
conjunction with the Average Monthly Demand (AMD) figures. For example, if one battle 
group is the anticipated customer base, 210% of AMD is the stocking objective. If the 
anticipated customer base is two battle groups, 310% of AMD is the objective. The 
re~soning behind this level setting is to treat 200% or 300% of AMD as the base inventory 
and 1 0% as the safety stock. This method is successful when demand is steady and the 
customer base is known, but COMNA VSURFLANT staff indicates that demand spikes 
are common and experience has shown these spikes can cause serious problems. 
C. CURRENT METHODOLOGY (PACIFIC FLEET) 
Pacific Fleet operating areas have been much more diverse than those of the 
Atlantic Fleet. Since 1990, Pacific Fleet battle groups and their CLF assets have operated 
in the Persian Gulf, off the coast ofBangladesh and Somalia and in operating areas near 
Australia and Korea. This unpredictable operational environment calls for the CLF ship to 
deploy fully loaded and makes stable logistical pipelines difficult to establish. 
Commander Logistics Group, Western Pacific (COMLOGWESTPAC) assists 
Pacific Fleet CLF Supply Officers when they load out for deployment. Loading guidance 
is provided via Commander Logistics Support Force Seventh Fleet Notice 4423. The 
standard load is based on the most recent 12 months of demand data. The standard load is 
computed by finding the median of the demand data and then multiplying it by 3 to get a 3 
month load. The median is used rather than the mean, because when the mean is used the 
T -AFS's storage space is often exceeded. The standard load for the Pacific Fleet is 
designed to be starting point for the loading process. The Supply Officer is expected to 
take the standard load and then adjust the totals up or down using additional customer 
information or his or her own experience. For example, the standard load may indicate 
that 1 000 cases of individual canned juice should be loaded, but the battle group Aircraft 
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Carrier may have i.ndicated that juices will be used for flight box lunches and it will need 
3000 cases during the deployment. The CLF Supply Officer then adjusts the standard load 
accordingly 
D. PROBLEM 
CLF ship's Supply Officer, with assistance from operational staffs, load CLF ships 
with Food, Ship's Store material and High Usage Load List material without standardized 
guidance or inventory modeling tools. In the past, this has caused the following problems: 
1. Customer service, measured by the ability to fully satisfy customer demands, has 
been inconsistent. 
2. CLF ship Supply Officers have been forced to rely on secondary local sources of 
supply that were more expensive and of lessor quality than primary established 
sources when the initial load failed to satisfy customers during the support period. 
3. Unexpected material shortages have resulted in the use of expensive high 
priority transportation channels to satisfy customer needs which the CLF ship was 
unable to meet. 
The above problems have not been critical to logistics operations prior to the fall 
of the Soviet Union for two reasons. First, the stable operations which were characteristic 
of the cold war made it possible to adjust loads using established resupply pipelines to 
cover initial loading mistakes. Second, ample transportation dollars existed to expedite 
material shortages therefore minimizing the impact of shortages to the customer. 
Today's unpredictable operating environment and stringent fiscal climate make the 
initial loading of the CLF essential to the success of its mission. Therefore, it is imperative 
that Supply Officers responsible for loading the CLF ship have the tools available that will 
assist them in maximizing customer satisfaction while efficiently using financial resources. 
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ill. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
A. OBJECTIVE 
The goal of this thesis is to develop a model that will help determine the optimum 
mix of material to be carried on a CLF ship. The objective of the model is to maximize the 
C~F ship's performance during a given period of support. The primary measure of CLF 
ship performance is called Supply Effectiveness. It measures the level of customer support 
which is provided to the deployed combat ships and units assigned to the CLF's operating 
area. 
B. DEFINING A PERFORMANCE MEASURE (SUPPLY EFFECTIVENESS) 
Supply effectiveness is currently defined as: 
Number of Requisitions Filled Supply Effectiveness % = _____ ___:;_--=--------
Total Number of Requisitions Received X 100 
(3.1) 
The number of requisitions filled includes partial requisitions filled. There is no 
distinction made between fully filled and partially filled requisitions. 
However, this method of judging the performance of the CLF ship is not an 
accurate measure of customer satisfaction. The current method treats a partially filled 
requisition the same as a fully satisfied requirement. For example, USS FIFE submits a 
requisition to USNS SPICA requesting 10 cases ofhamburger. SPICA transfers 5 cases to 
FIFE. Using the current effectiveness equation, the customer is considered fully satisfied, 
when in fact they were not. The current measurement provides an incentive to the CLF 
Supply Officer to manipulate the effectiveness percentages by increasing the number of 
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partially filled requisitions. For example, if the CLF ship is running low on a particular 
item, requisitions will be partially filled with small quantities to artificially boost the 
numerator in the supply effectiveness equation. This enables the Supply Officer to keep 
the supply effectiveness percentage at a point between 97 and 100% regardless of the 
amount of unsatisfied demand. Continually unrealistic effectiveness percentages have 
u~dermined the logistic commanders's confidence in the Supply Effectiveness performance 
measure and have caused more subjective measures of customer satisfaction, such as 
customer complaints, to dominate decision making. Objective and realistic performance 
measures are needed to evaluate stocking policies along with customer feedback. 
This thesis proposes re-defining supply effectiveness based on units delivered 
vice requisitions filled or partially filled. The new measure will provide a more accurate 
measure of customer satisfaction because unfulfilled demand will be reflected in the 
percentage. The proposed equation for measuring Supply Effectiveness is: 
Supply Effectiveness % = 
Units of Demand Requisitioned 
Units of Demand Satisfied X 100 (3.2) 
C. APPROACH 
Inventory decisions are normally based on determining the least total cost of 
stocking alternatives. This is done by determining when to order and what order quantity 
produces the minimized sum of ordering costs, holding costs, and stock out costs. 
However, the situation on the CLF ship is somewhat different from the typical inventory 
scenario. Because of the operational considerations described in Chapter I, the CLF will 
usually order only once. The CLF stays on station as long as it is able to serve its 
customers and then must be either re-supplied by or replaced by another CLF ship. In this 
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situation, ordering costs are not a decision factor because it is a single order quantity 
problem. CLF material holding costs are negligible since the material has already been 
paid for by the Navy and if it is not being held on the ship it will be stored in a shore 
warehouse. Consequently, the only relative holding cost is the cost ofunloading unused 
material after a deployment. Shortage costs on the other hand are extremely high because 
th~ CLF ship is the primary source of supply for deployed customer ships operating in an 
area thousands of miles from any other supply source. These costs consist of either one or 
a combination of: ( 1) the cost of doing without the material; (2) the cost of returning to 
port for more of the material; (3) The cost of commercial water transportation to the 
theater of operations; ( 4) The cost of airlifting material to the theater of operations. This 
situation if analyzed by the traditional means would always point towards a stocking level 
exceeding the CLF ship's storage capacity. Thus, storage space becomes the critical 
constraint. 
To assist the CLF Supply Officer in making loading decisions, the thesis proposes 
an algorithm based on marginal analysis to allocate the ship's storage space. The algorithm 
prioritizes the loading sequence of each case of material on the basis of its expected 
increase to the CLF ship's supply effectiveness. The expected increase is derived from the 
probability of satisfying demand for each inventory item given the demand distributions 
developed from historical CLF demand data. 
D. MARGINAL ANALYSIS PRINCIPLES 
Marginal analysis is normally used to make inventory decisions based on the 
premise that adding one more unit of inventory will either increase or decrease profit (a 
measure of performance). The optimal inventory is found at the point where the last added 
unit of inventory produces an increase in profit but one more unit would produce a loss. 
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Tersine [Ref 1], illustrates this by determining the optimum stock out level and 
then choosing the inventory quantity that is expected to provide this level of customer 
satisfaction. The equation he uses is: 
Where: 
P(s) = 
MP + ML +A 
ML 
P( s) = Probability of stockout 
1 - P(s) =Customer Service Level 
:ML = Marginal Loss 
MP = Marginal Profit 
A = Stock out costs 
(3.3) 
Although, this method is effective for single order inventory decisions in civilian 
industry, the loading decisions encountered on the CLF do not correspond to this model. 
While profit and loss are relevant performance measures for commercial operations, 
supply effectiveness is the relevant performance measure for military operations. 
The model this thesis proposes does not attempt to compare inventory quantities 
in terms of money, but makes comparisons based on the expected increase in service level 
per cubic feet the material occupies. 
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E. ALGORITHM ASSUMPTIONS 
In developing the algorithm to assist the loading of CLF ships the following 
assumptions are made: 
1. The distribution of future demand for each item will be similar to the historical 
demand pattern for each item. 
2. The amount of space available on the CLF ship and the amount of space each 
item requires are known. 
3. The relative importance of each item competing for the space is known. 
4. Individual item demands are independent of each other. 
5. Items are not directly substitutable. 
F. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 
The problem on the CLF is to determine an optimum load mix that will maximize 
the supply effectiveness of the ship while not exceeding the ship's storage capacity. The 
algorithm can best be explained by a simplified example of the CLF inventory problem 
containing only two line items. The Lagrange multiplier technique from calculus is used to 
solve this simplified problem. The solution that is derived is the foundation for the 
spreadsheet described in the next section. 
1. The Example's Given Information 
(a) Items are designated as items "A" and "B". 
(b) The variables in this example are defined as: 
F(XA) is the cumulative distribution function of demand for item A. 
F(XB) is the cumulative distribution function of demand for item B. 
SA is the space required for one unit of item A. 
SB is the space required for one unit of item B. 
XA is the number of units of item A to be loaded. 
XB is the number of units of item B to be loaded. 
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2. Problem Solution 
a. Step 1: Determine the objective and constraint equations to be used in 
the Lagrange optimization. 
The objective function can be thought of as the reliability of a system made 
up of serially aligned components. Each line item behaves like a component in the series, 
because if an inventory item fails to meet a customer demand it is treated as a failure to the 
system. In a serial reliability problem, the reliability of each component is multiplied 
together to achieve the overall reliability of the system [Ref 2]. The "reliability" of each 
inventory item is the probability of being able to satisfy or exceed demand. This probability 
is represented by the cumulative distribution function, F(X). The objective equation can be 
expressed as a generalized Cobb- Douglas function [Ref 3]: 
(3.4) 
where U represents the system "reliability", i. e., the supply effectiveness, and EA and EB 
are exponents that express the relative importance of each line item to the system. 
The constraint equation states that the sum of storage space each item 
requires multiplied by the amount loaded must not exceed the total storage space 
available. The constraint is represented by: 
where ST represents the total storage space available. 
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(3.5) 
b. Step 2: Set Up the Lagrangian Equation 
The Lagrangian equation for this optimization is expressed as: 
The Lagrangian multiplier, A., can be regarded as the marginal 
supply effectiveness of an extra cubic foot of storage space. 
c. Step 3: Solve the Lagrangian Equation 
Solve the Lagrange equation by taking partial derivatives with 
respect to XA, XB, and A. and setting them equal to zero. The following first-order 
conditions for a constrained maximum result: 
0 





d Step 4: Solve Equations (3. 7) and (3. 8) simultaneously for A.. 
l - - (3.10) 
l - - (3.11) 
(3.12) 
Equation (3.12) states that the marginal supply effectiveness per unit of space must be 
equal for A and B at the optimum. 
Although this method provides a means to find an optimal mix of material 
to be stored in a given space constraint, it can be impractical to implement. First, the 
cumulative probability distribution function cannot be evaluated analytically, so numerical 
evaluation is necessary. Second, it becomes too cumbersome when working with more 
than two items. Finally, if the space constraint changes, the problem must be recalculated. 
The typical decision faced on the CLF is to find the optimal mix of over 50 line items 
based on empirical demand data when space constraints are frequently changing. 
This thesis proposes using the same principles illustrated in the above 
example in a spreadsheet algorithm that compares the ratios ofEquation (3.12) for a 
multitude ofline items simultaneously. Also, if the space constraint changes, the 
spreadsheet can be easily altered to recompute a new solution. 
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The optimum level for the Lagrange solution is found where the ratios are 
equal for each competing item. The algorithm numerically compares the evaluation ratios 
of each line item against each other over a range of stocking levels and sorts these ratios in 
descending order to identify loading quantities that have approximately equal ratio values. 
The ratios are not exactly equal due to the discrete nature of the loading decisions. CLF 
loa~ing decisions are made in discrete units, such as cases or pallets. While calculus 
equates the ratios over a continuous range, the algorithm provides a means to equate the 
evaluation ratios over a discrete range. 
G. SPREADSHEET DEVELOPMENT 
The proposed algorithm compares each line item of stock and provides a step-by-
step approach to evaluating the relative impact on supply effectiveness of each added case 
of material . A Microsoft EXCEL spreadsheet provides an easy-to-use means to 
implement the algorithm. 
There are three types of spreadsheets used in the thesis. The first type calculates 
the ratios for each line items which are similar to Equation (3.12). The second type 
consolidates specific information from all the line item spreadsheets into one spreadsheet. 
The third type sorts information from the second type and provides a prioritized list for 
loading material. 
The remainder of this chapter summarizes the spreadsheet algorithm by explaining 
what each sheet accomplishes and how the sheets are linked together to produce a 
decision making tool. A detailed explanation of the spreadsheets including column, row 
and cell interactions is provided in Appendix (A). An illustrative example ofthe 
implementation of the spreadsheet algorithm is provided in Appendix (B). 
The first goal of the algorithm is to produce a cumulative demand distribution 
function for each line item of material to be loaded. The example uses six log normally 
distributed line items. By converting the raw data to their natural logarithms, the data can 
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be treated as being normally distributed and a cumulative distribution for the normalized 
data can be created. One of the example's line items, french fries, is a representative 
illustration ofthe shape ofthe normal cumulative distribution function (Figure 3.1). 
Estimated C D F 
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Figure 3 .1. Estimated cumulative distribution function for french fries. 
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Using the cumulative distribution data, the derivative of the CDF is estimated by 
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Figure 3.2. Estimated derivative of the cumulative distribution function for french fries. 
The algorithm uses the estimated cumulative distribution function and the 
estimated derivative of that function to calculate the ratios in Equation (3.12). However 
the ratio used for the spreadsheet algorithm is derived from a specialized case of the 
Equation (3.4) objective function. In the spreadsheet algorithm objective function, the 
exponents EA and EB are equal to one, because the line items in the example are assumed 
to have the same relative importance and one was chosen as the exponent value for ease of 
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computation. These ratios are the basis for evaluating stocking levels. Figure (3.3) 
illustrates the ratio for french fries. The ratio decreases as stock is added showing the 
diminishing returns realized by adding more stock. This provides a means of prioritizing 
the loading of each item. 
The next step is to limit the stocking levels that will be included in the evaluation. 
This is accomplished by evaluating the stocking levels from zero to an upper limit. The 
upper limit is defined by the stocking level where exclusive loading of a line item will 
cause the total space constraint to be exceeded. 
Evaluation Ratios 
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Figure 3.3 Evaluation ratios for french fries. 
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The next step in the algorithm is to consolidate the ratios calculated in each Type 1 
spreadsheet, so a comparison can be made between line items. Once the information is 
consolidated, it is moved to the Type 3 spreadsheet for analysis. 
The final spreadsheet numerically compares the evaluation ratios for each line item 
by sorting the "Evaluation Ratio" columns in descending order. This creates a prioritized 
lis~ for loading. The prioritized list will be loaded in sequence until the space constraint is 
met. When the space constraint is reached, the sum of the units loaded is equal to the 
optimum load levels. 
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IV. MODEL EVALUATION 
A. EVALUATION EXPLANATION 
An example problem is analyzed to evaluate the algorithm. Six food products 
carried on Fast Combat Stores Ships (T -AFS) are evaluated. The data is taken from actual 
historical demand collected by the author when working for Commander Logistics Group, 
Western Pacific and is known to be accurate. To minimize the chance of inconsistency 
between issue data and demand data, high demand critical items were selected that did not 
experience significant stockouts. Further, the line items were chosen because they closely 
follow the model assumptions and typically compete for the same space. Specifically, they 
are items which have similar importance, are independent of each other; and are not direct 
substitutes for each other. 
In the example, the algorithm is compared against both the Atlantic and Pacific 
Fleet methods ofloading the CLF. However the demand data is only from the Pacific 
Fleet. Both fleet's methods, as described in Chapter II, use the past 12 months demand to 
determine a stocking level. The Pacific Fleet load is determined by tripling the item's 
median monthly demand to provide a "90 day load." The "90 day load" is designed to 
provide support to the CLF ship's customers for a three month deployment cycle. The 
Atlantic fleet load is determined by multiplying each line item's average monthly demand 
by 3.1 and is termed the "3.1 AMD load." The Atlantic Fleet load is designed to 
accomplish the same mission as the Pacific Fleet load, but support is provided for a 
different customer base. The analysis is accomplished by comparing each method with the 
thesis algorithm separately. 
The comparison between the Pacific Fleet method and the thesis algorithm is 
accomplished by calculating the space required for the example load using the Pacific Fleet 
method and using that figure for the space constraint of the algorithm. This provides a 
means of comparing the two decision methods under similar conditions. The comparison 
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with the Atlantic Fleet is accomplished in the same manner, but the space constraint of the 
algorithm is determined by the load calculated using the Atlantic Fleet method. 
B. PACIFIC FLEET COMPARISON 
The Pacific fleet method and the method developed in the thesis are compared in 
Figure (4.1). The units used to load the T-AFS are pallets ofmaterial. The cubic feet 
occupied by each line item is also listed. 
Item Pacific Fleet Pacific Fleet Algorithm Algorithm 
Pallets Cubic Feet Pallets Cubic Feet 
Oven Roast 24 730.8 32 974.4 
Pork Chops 12 450.0 20 750.0 
Bacon 25 962.5 29 1116.5 
Frankfurters 25 847.5 28 949.2 
Ground Beef 54 1895.4 49 1719.9 
Chicken 81 2693.2 62 2061.5 
Total Space 7579.4 Total Space 7571.5 
Figure 4.1. Space occupied: Pacific Fleet method vs. proposed algorithm. 
To analyze the loading decisions made in Figure (4.1), the pallet counts are 
evaluated using the estimated cumulative distributions for each line item that were derived 
in Chapter III. Since the cumulative distribution functions represent the expected service 
level provided for each line item, an overall service level can be determined for the six 
items ofthe example. Figure (4.2) lists the expected service level for each line item using 
the Pacific Fleet method and for the proposed algorithm. Higher service levels indicate a 
higher probability that the CLF will fulfill all of its customer's needs. The load's overall 
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service level is determined by multiplying all ofthe individual line item's services levels 
together. This is a measurement of the overall"reliability" ofthe inventory system. In the 
example, the thesis algorithm significantly outperforms the Pacific Fleet's method. The 
algorithm achieved a 70% increase in inventory "reliability," i.e., supply effectiveness. 
Item Pacific Fleet Pacific Fleet Algorithm Algorithm 
Pallets "Reliability" Pallets "Reliability" 
Oven Roast 24 43.4% 32 74.1% 
Pork Chops 12 34.8% 20 72.0% 
Bacon 25 28.6% 29 35.3% 
Frankfurters 25 59.4% 28 69.3% 
Ground Beef 54 46.0% 49 38.3% 
Chicken 81 58.6% 62 32.9% 
Total "Reliability" .7% "Reliability" 1.6% 
Figure 4.2. Reliability: Pacific Fleet method vs. proposed algorithm. 
Also, this increase is slightly understated because the algorithm uses 7.95 less cubic feet 
of space than the Pacific Fleet method. The additional space could be filled with an item of 
the Supply Officer's choice to further increase inventory "reliability." 
Inspection ofFigure (4.2) indicates that the algorithm outperforms the Pacific 
Fleet method by finding the best overall mix of material to maximize customer satisfaction. 
It does not try to optimize each item independently. The algorithm treats the inventory 
items together as a system to optimize the overall inventory system performance. The 
algorithm indicates that better use of the CLF storage space can be achieved by loading 
more oven roast, pork chops, bacon, and frankfurters and less ground beef and chicken. 
Greater overall customer satisfaction can be achieved using the same storage space. 
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C. ATLANTIC FLEET COMPARISON 
The comparison between the Atlantic Fleet method and the thesis algorithm is 
accomplished in the same manner as is done with the Pacific's. The pallet count and the 
cubic feet of space occupied is listed in Figure (4.3). 
Item Atlantic Fleet Atlantic Fleet Algorithm Algorithm 
Pallets Cubic Feet Pallets Cubic Feet 
Oven Roast 28 852.6 36 1096.2 
Pork Chops 17 637.5 24 900.0 
Bacon 54 2079.0 40 1540.0 
Frankfurters 25 847.5 33 1118.7 
Ground Beef 64 2246.4 61 2141.1 
Chicken 81 2693.3 77 2560.3 
Total Space 9356.3 Total Space 9356.3 
Figure 4.3. Space occupied: Atlantic Fleet method vs. proposed algorithm. 
The cumulative distributions are again used to determine the "reliability" of each 
line item. The overall inventory "reliability" is calculated by multiplying all the individual 
line item service levels together (Figure 4.4). 
In this part of the example, the thesis algorithm also outperforms the Atlantic 
Fleet's method. The algorithm produced a 60% increase in inventory "reliability," i.e., 
supply effectiveness. 
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Item Atlantic Fleet Atlantic Fleet Algorithm Algorithm 
Pallets "Reliability" Pallets "Reliability" 
Oven Roast 28 60.6% 36 83.6% 
Pork Chops 17 60.8% 24 82.4% 
Bacon 54 65.7% 40 51.1% 
F·rankfurters 25 59.4% 33 81.3% 
Ground Beef 64 59.6% 61 55.8% 
Chicken 81 58.6% 77 53.7% 
Total "Reliability" 5.0% "Reliability" 8.6% 
Figure 4. 4. Reliability: Atlantic Fleet method vs. proposed algorithm. 
Here again the algorithm selects a different item mix than the current method. The 
algorithm achieves a higher level of supply effectiveness within the same space constraint 
by loading more oven roast, pork chops, and frankfurters, but less bacon, ground beef, 
and chicken. The algorithm makes stocking decisions based on the overall system 
"reliability," not based on the individual "reliability" of each item. If item stocking 
decisions are considered separately, local optimum stocking levels may be determined that 
do not maximize overall customer satisfaction. By considering the inventory as a system, a 
global optimum level can be determined which will maximize customer satisfaction. 
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Re-define Supply Effectiveness 
Re-define supply effectiveness based on units of inventory delivered to the 
customer vice the number of requisitions filled or partially filled by the CLF ship. The 
proposed equation for measuring supply effectiveness is Equation (3.3) . This percentage 
will provide an objective and realistic performance measure to evaluate stocking decisions. 
2. Demand Data Collection 
Regardless of the method used to determine stocking levels for CLF ships, 
accurate demand data is paramount to making sound inventory decisions. During the 
research and preparation of this thesis several inaccuracies and procedural flaws were 
discovered associated with the collection of demand data. The most disturbing problems 
are: (1) demand data is frequently collected as issue data; (2) transfers to other CLF ships 
are sometimes treated as demands; (3) data collection is not accomplished using standard 
procedures. 
Issue data and demand data are equal only when stock outs, partial issues, and 
incorrect issues do not occur. Unfortunately, all three ofthese phenomenon occur on a 
regular basis. Stock outs and partial issues result in much lower demand being recorded 
than is actually occurring and incorrect issues cause errors in both directions. To make 
matters worse, underestimating demand can cause an inventory manager to carry less of 
an item and therefore increase the chances of future stock outs. This vicious cycle, if 
unnoticed, can cause recurring problems with inventory items experiencing this inaccurate 
demand reporting phenomenon. Caution must be taken when recording a customer's 
requisitions as demand. Ifthe requisition is not fully filled and stock outs occur over 
several requisition cycles, customers may place repeat orders for the same material, 
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inflating demand for those products. This occurs because unfilled requisitions are 
canceled. They are not placed in a back order status. 
Demand should only be recorded when a consumer places an order. Recording 
transfers between CLF ships as demand can quickly inflate recorded demand, because 
double counting occurs. For example, USNS SAN DIEGO (T -AFS-6) transfers material 
to lJSNS CONCORD (T -AFS-5) and records the issue as demand. CONCORD transfers 
the same material to USS WIDDBEY ISLAND (LSD-41) who consumes it and 
CONCORD records the demand a second time. Requisitions from other CLF units should 
be coded as either for "own ships use" or "for fleet transfer" to avoid double counting. 
Data collection should be accomplished in a standard way. Each ship adopts its 
own method and uses different software and hardware to accomplish this task. 
Spreadsheets are the most prevalent means to collect demand. These spreadsheets provide 
a quick and easy way to keep track of past demand, but no standard procedures or 
program is used. This makes transfer of data between CLF ships and the operational staff 
difficult. Paper copies of the data are either sent through the mail, faxed or transmitted by 
Naval Message and then the information is key punched into the staff's spreadsheet. 
Standard demand collection procedures utilizing a single spreadsheet application program 
would improve accuracy and allow for the efficient transfer of information between ships 
and staff 
3. Implementation of the Algorithm 
Although the algorithm can accept a large number of items, the CLF Supply 
Officer can best use the algorithm by breaking the loading process down into small pieces. 
This is done for two reasons. First, when 25 or more line items are analyzed in the thesis 
spreadsheet, computing becomes slow and many desktop machines (486DX66 or less) will 
be unable to efficiently provide a solution. Second, the line items can be separated into 
groups to more closely match model assumptions. Specifically, grouping the items by 
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importance will allow the objective function exponents to be equal to one and restricting 
substitutes and compliments allow the use of the serial reliability concept. 
The space on the ship can be subdivided into storage areas and product groups can 
be assigned to the designated areas. The items should be grouped by relative importance 
and should neither be substitutes nor compliments of each other. Sensitivity analysis can 
be performed to adjust the space allocations for each group to ensure the service level of 
mission critical material is maintained at an acceptable level. 
4. Further Research 
The spreadsheet algorithm presented in this thesis can be used to assist the CLF 
Supply Officer in making loading decisions when the assumptions ofthe spreadsheet 
example apply. The assumptions that restrict the application of the spreadsheet the most 
are: (1) items are ofthe same importance and (2) items are not directly substitutable. For 
example, if a loading decision is to decide the proper mix of candy bars to be carried by 
the T -AFS, the relative importance of each item is the same and substitutability is high. 
But, if the loading decision is between toilet paper, oil filters and six kinds of tabulating 
paper, the relative importance is critical. The consequences of running out of oil filters 
may be an expensive repair. Running out of toilet paper will cause serious morale 
problems. Running out of one kind of tabulating paper may go unnoticed due to 
substitutability. For the spreadsheet to be useful in this instance, it could assign different 
weights to each item and consider how substitution effects those weights. By revising the 
objective equation and evaluation ratio, the present spreadsheet algorithm can be used 
without major revision. However, further research could be directed to explicitly 
incorporate importance and substitutability effects. 
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B. CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this thesis is to provide a management tool for CLF Supply 
Officers to better load their ships. To do this, an algorithm based on marginal analysis is 
developed. The algorithm produces a prioritized list of items in their optimal loading 
sequence. The Supply Officer determines the amount of space that is available and then 
lo~ds items, in sequence, from the prioritized list until the space is filled. This improved 
loading process will enable the CLF ship to better serve its customers. 
The algorithm performs better than both the Pacific and Atlantic Fleet methods 
currently used. This improvement is significant, but does not represent the greatest 
strength of the model. The strength of the model can be found in its flexibility. The 
current models only provide one level of loading, which may or may not exceed the 
storage space available. For example, if the current models produce a load that will not fit 
on the CLF ship, what should the Supply Officer leave behind? Or, if the load is placed on 
the ship and more room is available, what items should be loaded in the extra space? The 
thesis algorithm provides the loads that can precisely match the available space with the 
highest possible level of customer service. Recalculation is not necessary unless a line item 
is added or deleted. 
In summary, the algorithm is a management tool that will enhance the ability of 
the CLF Supply Officer to better serve the fleet customer. The algorithm is: (1) consistent, 
(2) objective, (3) realistic, (4) easy-to-use, and (5) updatable. 
Furthermore, the thesis algorithm is not limited to use on a CLF ship. The model is 
generic enough to be applied to any inventory problem where a demand distribution is 
known and space is the limiting factor in determining stocking levels. For example, the 
algorithm may be used to load inventory on Maritime Prepositioning Ships which are used 
to support a Marine Corps Expeditionary Brigade for thirty days. Loading these ships is 
also a single order problem with space as the relevant constraint. The concept and 
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED SPREADSHEET EXPLANATION 
The algorithm is made up of three different spreadsheet types. The first type 
evaluates each line items contribution to the inventory system. The algorithm contains as 
many of these spreadsheets as there are line items to be considered. The second and third 
types of spreadsheet consolidate the evaluated data and compare it so a stocking decision 
can be made. There are only one each of these spreadsheets in the algorithm. 
Excerpts from each of these spreadsheet types are provided in this appendix 
following the explanations. The numbers highlighted on the spreadsheets correspond to 
the step numbers found in the detailed explanations. 
Type 1 Spreadsheet Explanation 
Step 1. Convert raw data from a lognormal pattern to a normal distribution. 
Since the lognormal distribution is assumed, calculate the natural logarithm ofthe 
raw demand data (row "3 ") using the "LN" function. This enables the data to be treated as 
being normally distributed. 
Step 2. Find the mean and standard deviation 
Calculate the mean of the converted data (row "4 ") as if the data fits a normal 
distribution using the "AVG" function (cell "B611 ). Calculate the standard deviation ofthe 
converted data (row "4") using the "STDEV" function (cell "BT'). 
Step 3. Determine the possible stocking levels for each item. 
The possible stocking level for each item are listed in the first and second columns 
in the spreadsheet. The first column is the number of possible pallets (a pallet consists of 
30 to 42 cases) and the second column is the number of pallets converted to units ofissue. 
Both columns start at zero and then increase in full pallet increments. Both columns 
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continue until the number of pallets, multiplied by the cubic feet per pallet (cell "Hl2") is 
equal to the overall storage constraint (cell "FlO"). For example, a pallet of french fries 
contain thirty 30 lb cases of fries. The units of issue stocking level (column "B") for this 
example would increase in multiples of900 lbs (30 X 30) until it reaches a storage 
constraint. 
Step 4. Convert possible stocking levels to their natural logarithms. 
Convert the possible stocking levels (column "B ") to the same units of 
measurement as the mean (cell "B6") and standard deviation (cell "B7") of the demand 
data. 
Step 5. Estimate the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of demand. 
Calculate the estimated CDF using the "NORMDIST" function. The parameters of 
the normal curve are estimated by the converted mean (cell "B6") and standard deviation 
(cell "B7"). The "x" values are taken from the natural logarithm of the stocking levels 
(column "C"). After the calculations are completed the CDF (column "D") is changed to a 
percentage by multiplying it by 100. The CDF is considered an estimation because the 
increments of "x" must be infinitely small to precisely show the CD F. 
Step 6. Estimate the Probability Distribution Function(pdf). 
Estimate the pdf by calculating the difference between each incremental change of 
the CDF (column "D"). 
Step 7. Recopy Stocking Level. 
Copy potential stocking level (column "B ") to evaluated stocking level (column 
"F"). This will assist in the process of consolidating each line item to a single sheet. 
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Step 8. Calculate the Evaluation Ratio. 
Calculate the evaluation ratio that was derived in Chapter 3 in the section on 
algorithm development. The ratio is created by dividing the estimated pdf (column "E") 
by the CDF (column "D") multiplied by the cubic feet occupied by one pallet of material 
(cell "Hl2"). 
Type 2 Spreadsheet Explanation. 
The type 2 spreadsheet is created by copying the evaluated stocking level (column 
"F") and the evaluated ratio (column "G") from each type 1 spreadsheet and consolidating 
them. This is accomplished by copying the first line item to a new spreadsheet and then 
copying each successive line item to the proceedings columns end. The consolidated 
columns form a single large column with a significant amount ofblank cells between line 
items. The final step in this spreadsheet is to remove those blank cells. EXCEL can easily 
accomplish this task by filtering out the blank cells. 
Type 3 Spreadsheet Explanation. 
Step 1. Prioritize a stocking list. 
A prioritized list is established by copying the item (column "A"), the evaluated 
stocking level (column "B"), and the evaluated ratio (column "C") from the type 2 
spreadsheet. The three columns are copied next to a numbered column and are sorted by 
the evaluated ratio in descending order. This produces a list that represents the sequence 
ofloading. 
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Step 2. Count the number of pallets that are to be loaded at a particular space 
constraint. 
Create a column for each line item that counts the number of pallets that should be 
loaded according to the loading sequence. The count is accomplished by using the 
"OCOUNT" function. 
Step 3. Determine the space each line item occupies. 
Calculate the space each line item occupies by multiplying the space occupied for 
one pallet (row "3") and the count determined in step 2. 
Step 4. Determine the total space occupied. 
Calculate the total space occupied for each point of the loading sequence by 
adding the space occupied for each line item (columns "F", "H", "J", "L", "N", and "P") 
Step 5. Locate the point in the sequence when the space constraint is reached. 
Find the recommended load by locating the point where the space constraint is 
reached. This is accomplished by putting a decision function in the total space occupied 
column (column "Q"). The total space column stops when the space constraint is reached. 
Step 6. Find the recommended stocking levels. 
The row just prior to surpassing the space constraint contains the recommended 
stocking level (row "82"). The load numbers are found in the item columns ("E", "G", "1", 
"K", "M", and "0"). 
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TYPE 1 SPREADSHEET 
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TYPE 2 SPREADSHEET 
~:-::;-:--;--'----t-----::-=:-=-=--_j_--=-=-:=-=-:.::.;...f----jThis spreadsheet consists of 1-----1 
~---:;--;--'---:-----:==---+---=_:_::_:~~f----j26 pages. The rest of the line 1-----1 
ln::-::;-:--:-;:-::-':-:::-----t-------;~~--+--~~:;-;.~f-----iitems follow pork chops in 
same columns. 
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TYPE 3 SPREADSHEET 
+::. 
........ 
TYPE 3 SPREADSHEET 
N 
-.:1" 
APPENDIX B. CHAPTER IV SIX ITEM EXAMPLE 
This appendix consists of excerpts from nine spreadsheets that analyze the six item 
example summarized in Chapter IV. Explanations of the spreadsheets are found in 
Appendix A. The appendix includes only the pages of the spreadsheets that are relevant to 
the. stocking decision. 
The first six spreadsheets are "Type 1" spreadsheets for each of the six line items. 
The seventh is a "Type 2" spreadsheet that consolidates the six "Type 1" spreadsheets. 
The eighth is a "Type 3" spreadsheet that provides an sequential stocking list for this 
example. The ninth spreadsheet is a summary of the stocking decision determined by the 
current Pacific and Atlantic Fleet methods. 
On the "type 3" spreadsheet, two rows are highlighted to show stocking decisions. 
The first is the comparison with the Pacific Fleet method and the second is a comparison 
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94 Chicken 39200 0.00662 17 517.65 9 337.50 9 346.50 14 474.60 19 666.90 26 864.50 3207.65 95 - 8round'seet- -33ooo- -o.oo657 11 517.65 9 33?.5o 9 346.5o 14 474.60 20 102.oo 26 864.5o 3242.75 96 Bacon ---15750- 6.00655_17 ______ 517.65- 9 337.50 10 385.oor--14-474.6o 20 102.00 26 864.50 3281.25 
97 Frankfu~rters r--18000 0.00654 17 517.65 -9--r--337.50 ~o 385.00 15 508.50 20 702.00 26 864.50 3315.15 :~ ~~~;~~~~~: ~-~~~~~ -~:~~;~~ -~:==~~~~~ ~1~-~--;~!:~~ ~~- ~:~:~~~---~~ --~~~~:=~~F= -~~~:~6 ~~ :~::~~ ~~~~:~~~ 
106 chicken____ 406oo o.oo625 18 548To1o 375.oo 10 385.oo 15 508.50 20 102.00 21 897.75 3416.351 E>f ~~~unCi ~e_e~-- ~~~~Q __ Q.oo6~ _--1 ~=-~ -=-- ~~}Q' ~-~ --375.00 1~ 385.oor-15 - 5oa.5o f-----~1 737.1 o 21 897.75 3451 .45J 102 Chicken 42000 0.00591 18 548.10 10 375.00 10 385.00 15 508.50 21 737.10 28 931.00 3484.70 
103 Oven Roast 35000 0.00577 19 578.55 10 375.00 10 385.00 15 508.50 21 737.10 28 931.00 3515.15 ~------
104 Bacon 17325 0.00574 19 578.55 10 375.00 11 423.50 15 508.50 21 737.10 28 931.00 3553.65 
105 Frankfurters 19200 0.00573 19 578.55 10 375.00 11 423.50 16 542.40 21 737.10 28 931.00 3587.55 
106 Ground Beef 36300 0.00565 19 578.55 10 375.00 11 423.50 16 542.40 22 772.20 28 931.00 3622.65 












































ltem,·::!'i ..... , 1:~81 stl<'' L~v~i:'',,' ~::~"·:,J 
Ground Beef 51150 0.00311 
------ -·-------- --
Chicken 60200 0.00303 
- ----- . --------
Frankfurters 25200 0.00302 
---.---------
Bacon 26775 0.00299 
-~-,~ 
Ground Beef 52800 0.00292 
------ --- --- t-------- -----
Chicken 61600 0.00289 
------ ------- - ------
r-0.00277 Oven Roast 45500 
Chicken 63000 0.00276 
c--~--~--
Ground Beef 54450 0.00276 
--------
r--28350 Bacon 0.00273 
-----------
Pork ch_ops _ 22500 0.00272 






Ground Beef 56100 0.00260 
---------
r- 65800 Chicken 0.00252 
-----------
Bacon 29925 0.00250 
GrOund Beef 57750 0.00245 
--------
Oven Roast 47250 0.00245 
-------
Chicken 67200 0.00240 
--------- -----
Frankfurters 27600 0.00236 
--------- 1--59400 Ground Beef 0.00232 
Pork chops 24000 0.00232 
Chicken 68600 0.00230 
Bacon 31500 0.00230 
-----
Chicken 70000 0.00220 
Ground Beef- 61050 0.00219 
Oven Roast 49000 0.00217 
-----~-------
.33675 f-o.oo212 Bacon 
--
71400 0.00210 Chicken 
Frankfurters 28800 0.00209 
Ground Beef 62700 0.00208 
Chicken 72800 0.00201 
Pork chops 25500 0.00198 
Ground Beef 64350 0.00197 
Bacon 34650 0.00196 
- -- --------- ·--------
Chicken 74200 0.00192 
-----
Oven Roast L__50750 0.00192 
--- --------------
ov~n ,~ !~~~~i'~i: Pork ·· R&i~f: clto~' 't~uer· · 





24 730.80 14 
24 730.80 14 
24 730.80 14 
---~ 
r--730.80 24 14 
25-1--761.25 14 
25 761.25 14 
25 761.25 14 
25 76125 14 
25 761.25 15 
25 761.25 16-
25 761.25 ---15 
25 761.25 15 
25 761.25 15 
25 761.25 15 
25 761.25 15 
26 791.70 15 
26- f----=-,-----791.70 15 
------------
26 791.70 15 
26 791.70 15 
26 791.70 16 
26 791.70 16 
26 791.70 -16 
26 791.70 16 
26 791.70 16 
27 822.15 16 
-v- ------- ------822.15 16 
27 822.15 16 
27 822.15 16 
27 822.15 16 
27 822.15 16 
27 822.15 17 
27 822.15 17 
27 822.15 17 
----·-~- --
27 822.15 17 
28 852.60 17 
Spa~:' 1~1:6ft: ~~~~eJ' IFt~ri~~· :m~~'~ ;~~\ !1.-C!:': ,, ... ~~f' ill~( 111ii!!'i ~·ii&t''' :~lift! :·:! ::~::t;::: ~atlit( 1' --:1:;.::·:· ,:.g'i!H: e•ill!t':N· I''''!''@::,:,J1!ili!i:i ~~iiliif li•i' .:'li ''!'~ilti:''li'l fUI'te.ti•:' I,.,, •"t. 
525.00 16 616.00 20 678.00 31 1088.10 40 1330.00 4967.90 





--41-- --------- 1--:-----525.00 16 616.00 21 711.90 31 1088.10 1363.25 5035.05 
525.00 17 654.50 21 711.90 31 1088.10 41 1363.25 5073.55 
525.00 17 654.50 21 711.90 32 1123.20 41 1363.25 5108.65 
- 525.00 17 654.50 21 711.90 32 1123.20 42 1396.50 5141.90 
525.00 17 654.50 --21 r-·---· 711.90 32 1123.20 42 1396.50 5172.35 
525.00 17 654.50 21 711.90 32 1123.20 43 1429.75 5205.60 
525.00 17 654.50 21 711.90 33 1158.30 43 1429.75 5240.70 
525.00 18 693.00 21 711.90 33 1158.30 43 1429.75 5279.20 
562.50 18 693.00 21 711.90 33 1158.30 43 1429.75 5316.70 
r--562.50 18 693.00 22 745.80 33 1158.30 43 1429.75 5350.60 
1--562.50 18 693.00 22 -745:80 33 1158.30 44 1463.00 5383.85i 
562.50 18 693.00 22 745.80 34 1193.40 44 1463.00 5418.95· 
562.50 18 693.00 22 745.80 34 1193.40 45 1496.25 5452.20 
562.50 19 731.50 22 745.80 34 1193.40 45 1496.25 5490.70 
562.50 19 731.50 22 745.80 35 1228.50 45 1496.25 5525.80 
562.50 19 731.50 22 745.80 35 1228.50 45 1496.25 5556.25 
562.50 19 731.50 22 745.80 35 1228.50 46 1529.50 5589.50 
------ --------- ------
---~-~ 
-46- -------- 5623.401 562.50 19 731.50 23 779.70 35 1228.50 1529.50 
562.50 19 731.50 23 779.70 36 1263.60 46 1529.50 5658.501 
600.00 19 731.50 23 779.70 36 1263.60 46 1529.50 5696.001 
600.00 19 731.50 23 779.70 36 1263.60 47 1562.75 5729.25 
600.00 20 770.00 23 779.70 36 1263.60 47 1562.75 5767.75 
600.00 20 770.00 23 779.70 36 1263.60 48 1596.00 5801.00 
600.00 20 770.00 23 779.70 37 1298.70 48 1596.00 5836.10 
600.00 20 770.00 23 779.70 37 1298.70 48 1596.00 5866.55 
r--6oo.ao 1---=-,-----21 808.50 23 779.70 ~37 1298.70 48 1596.00 5905.05 
600.00 21 808.50 23 779.70 37 1298.70 49 1629.25 5938.30 
600.00 21 808.50 24 813.60 37 1298.70 49 1629.25 5972.20 
600.00 21 808.50 24 813.60 38 1333.80 49 1629.25 6007.30 
600.00 21 808.50 24 813.60 38 1333.80 50 1662.50 6040.55 
637.50 21 808.50 24 813.60 38 1333.80 50 1662.50 6078.05 
637.50 21 808.50 24 813.60 39 1368.90 50 1662.50 6113.15 
637.50 22 847.00 24 813.60 39 1368.90 50 1662.50 6151.65 
- 637.50 ------ ------- --------- ---- ----·- ------~ r----- f---1695.75 t-6184.90 22 847.00 24 813.60 39 1368.90 51 
637.50 22 847.00 24 813.60 39 1368.90 51 1695.75 6215.35 
l!r't~ E:var~tk'i'! l~!fii~~;':,:~tl oven·::'·· S~#''i'' P4)~':·::' ·~~-p:;: I'?'!!''TI (ij~~f ' ,:,:: ii'''"':;.t',• • , , I'; :· .~, : ·:1'1!11 c~~r;.:'' ~~~~~f"( 0!1 ';, PCIII,t ''!' 
182 Ground Beef 66000 0.00186 28 852.60 17 637.50 
183 Frankfurters 30000 0~00185 28 ---a52.60 17 637.50 
'184 75600 0.00184 ---28---852.60 -----Chicken 17 637.50 
------ 36225 f------ f---637.50 185 Bacon 0.00181 28 852.60 17 
·-···--=-r-· 67650 0~00177 ---- -w--637:So 186 Ground Beef 28 852.60 
-------- ----o~oom ---- ------- ----·--187 Chicken 77000 28 852.60 17 637.50 
--------- -- - ------ --------- ·- ---- --------- -----
188 Oven Roast 52500 0.00170 29 883.05 17 637.50 
------ ----- -- --- --· --- ·- --. --- -···- -·-- ----
189 P~~k Ch()~--- 27000 0.00169 29 883.05 18 675.00 
-----
190 Chicken 78400 0.00169 29 883.05 18 675.00 
191 Bacon 37800 0.00168 29 883.05 18 675.00 
192 
------· 
Ground Beef 69300 0.00168 29 883.05 18 675.00 
193 Frankfurters 31200 0.00165 29 883.05 18 675.00 
194 Chicken 79800 0.00162 29 883.05 18 675.00 
195 Ground Beef 70950 0.00159 29 883.05 18 675.00 
196 Bacon 39375 0.00157 29 883.05 18 675.00 
197 Chicken 81200 0.00155 29 883.05 18 675.00 
198 Ground Beef 72600 0.00151 29 883.05 18 675.00 
199 Oven Roast 54250 0.00150 30 913.50 18 675.00 
200 Chicken 82600 0.00149 30 913.50 18 675.00 
201 Bacon 40950 0.00146 30 913.50 18 675.00 
202 Frankfurters 32400 0.00146 30 913.50 18 675.00 
203 Pork chops 28500 0.00145 30 913.50 19 712.50 
204 Ground Beef 74250 0.00144 30 913.50 19---712.50 
205 Chicken 84000 0.00143 30 913.50 19 712.50 
206 Chicken 85400 0.00137 30 913.50 19 712.50 
207 Ground Beef 75900 0.00137 30 913.50 19 712.50 
208 Bacon 42525 0.00137 30 913.50 19 712.50 
209 Oven Roast 56000 0.00132 31 943.95 19 712.50 
210 Chicken 86800 0.00131 31 943.95 19 712.50 
211 Ground Beef 77550 0.00130 31 943.95 19 712.50 
212 Frankfurters 33600 0.00130 31 943.95 19 712.50 
213 Bacon 44100 0.00128 31 943.95 19 712.50 
214 Chicken 88200 0.00126 31 943.95 19 712.50 
215 Pork chops 30000 0.00125 31 943.95 20 750.00 
216 Ground Beef 79200 0.00124 31 943.95 20 750.00 
217 Chicken 89600 0.00121 31 943.95 20 750.00 
218 Bacon 45675 0.00120 31 943.95 20 750.00 
Biic!01'f; It$~:'·, ~t~~~~: s.,..ce/.' '·::,;·1-:'!::::<:::· Paliet' ·· ;::~: ''''; '!('' fLirter!., Palle .. ,.,. 
22 847.00 24 813.60 
----
22 847.00 25 847.50 
-22-
-847.00 25 847.50 
23 885.50 25-- -847.50 
----------:::-=-- ---- ---- ------
23 885.50 25 847.50 
----- ---
847.56 23 885.50 25 
-----~ ------------
23 885.50 25 847.50 
------------
23 885.50 25 847.50 
23 885.50 25 847.50 
24 924.00 25 847.50 
---
24 924.00 25 847.50 
24 924.00 26 881.40 
24 924.00 26 881.40 
24 924.00 26 881.40 
25 962.50 26 r-aa1.40 
25 962.50 26 881.40 
25 962.50 26 881.40 
25 962.50 26 881.40 
25 962.50 26 881.40 
26 1001.00 26 881.40 
26 1001.00 27 915.30 
26 1001.00 27 915.30 
26 1001.00 27 915.30 
26 1001.00 27 915.30 
26 1001.00 27 915.30 
26 1001.00 27 915.30 
27 1039.50 27 915.30 
27 1039.50 27 915.30 
27 1039.50 27 915.30 
27 1039.50 27 915.30 
27 1039.50 28 949.20 
28 1078.00 28 949.20 
28 1078.00 28 949.20 
28 1078.00 28 949.20 
28 1078.00 28 949.20 
28 1078.00 28 949.20 
29 1116.§()_ L__?f! 949.20 
CJround • Sl»ll!cer ' 















































































































































































Item' , Eval.s.t.k ', Eval ·. 
L~vijl .,. R.atlo · 
Ground Beef 80850 0.00118 
Oven Roast ... i:57750;:: :;0.001171 
Chicken 91000 0.00116 
Frankfurters 34800 0.00115 
Bacon 47250 0.00113 
----- 82500-r--c>:oo112 Ground Beef 
Chicken 92400 0.00111 
Pork~~ 31500 0.00108 
Ground Beef 84150 0.00107 
----------
Chicken 93800 0.00107 
~--- -----~---
""48825 Bacon 0.00106 
-------
f- 59500 Oven Roast 0.00103 
Chicken 95200 0.00103 
-----------
-366oo ~0.00103 Frankfurters 
-----f----~-- ~:oo102 Ground Beef 85800 
----
Bacon 50400 0.00100 
-----------
Chicken 96600 0.00099 
--------
Ground Beef 87450 0.00097 
Chicken 98000 0.00095 
---- ----~-
Bacon 51975 0.00094 
----- ··- ·-- -- - ---------- -------
Pork c;~o_p~ __ 33000 0.00094 
Ground Beef 89100 0.00093 
Frankfurters 37200 0.00091 
Chicken 99400 0.00091 
---~---
t-61250 Oven Roast 0.00091 
----- ·--~ 
- 53550-f---0.00089 Bacon 
-----
Ground Beef 90750 0.00089 
-----
-100800 Chicken 0.00088 
-------·· ------· 
Ground Beef 92400 0.00085 
-------~- -------- -
Bacon 55125 0.00084 
~-~--- ---·-·--
-102200 -0.00084 Chicken 
------------ ----~--- --·--·~--
Frankfurters 38400 0.00081 
-=--------- 1-34500 - ----Pork chops 0.00081 
Ground Beef 94050 0.00081 
-----~--
r--103600 0.00081 Chicken 
Oven Roast 63000 0.00080 
~J~~· ~pace/ · Pork ~~pace/ . Paitet Chop' Pall~t 
31 943.95 20 750.00 
i~~i':?.if.i .;;d~74i"W : .. 20;.., ~;L75Q,()I) 
32 974.40 20 750.00 
32 974.40 20 750.00 
32 974.40 20 750.00 
32 974.40 20 750.00 
32 974.40 20 750.00 
32 974.40 21 787.50 
32 974.40 21 787.50 
32 974~40 21 787.50 
32 974.40 21 787.50 
-· 
33 1004.85 21 787.50 
33 1004.85 21 787.50 
--33- 1004.85 21-r---787.50 
33 1004.85 21 787.50 
33 1004.85 21 787.50 
33 1004.85 21 787.50 
33 1004.85 21 787.50 
33 1004.85 21 787.50 
---
33 1004.85 21 787.50 
------ ------
33 1004.85 22 825.00 
33 1004.85 --22 r----825.00 
33 1004.85 22 825.00 
33 1004.85 22 825.00 
34 1035.30 22 825.00 
34 1035.30 22 825.00 
34 1035.30 22 825.00 
34 1035.30 22 825.00 
34 1035.30 -2i- 825.00 
·-------r--22 
-825.00 34 1035.30 
34 ~035.30 22 825.00 
~---
---
34 1035.30 22 825.00 
34-1035.30 f--· 23 862.50 
34 1035.30 23 862.50 
34 1035.30 23 862.50 
~5_ __ 1065.75 23 862.50 
l~i:O~ SpaceJ Fr,.nkf Spat:~ .. ·. ~r~of!q.· ~~c~,;;; IG~.~~t.~, $paCijfi,:: 1~~!;.il!illll''' ,jll Pat let hlrtt!t' Pillet' : seit·· '" PalleJ' · ' ;~-~~:'!/,:::::::~: 'r Piilji. 11J''!::, ~~~~i,J!Ji;j': 
j' ,''"'1 
29 1116.50 28 949.20 49 1719.90 62 2061.50 7541.05 
i~~-;~~-~-~, :;:1116.50 :'i.:J.28~';,; •• ~.949;20 ,,);:'49..;;;.;:. :; 17:1t;J.90 ;;j:~:62::~~ :•.:.rooT;~ il.il&:f1,i~ 
29 1116.50 28 949.20 49 1719.90 63 2094.75 7604.75 
29 1116.50 29 983.10 49 1719.90 63 2094.75 7638.65 
30 1155.00 29 983.10 49 1719.90 63 2094.75 7677.15 
30 1155.00 29 983.10 50 1755.00 63 2094.75 7712.25 
30 1155.00 29 983.10 50 1755.00 64 2128.00 7745.50 
30 1155.00 29 983.10 50 1755.00 64 2128.00 7783.00 
30 1155.00 29 983.10 51 1790.10 64 2128.00 7818.10 
30 1155.00 29 983.10 51 1790.10 65 2161.25 7851.35 
31 1193.50 29 983.10 51 1790.10 65 2161.25 7889.85 
31 1193.50 29 983.10 51 1790.10 65 2161.25 7920.30 




-s1 1790.10 31 1193.50 66 2194.50 7987.45 
31 1193.50 30 1017.00 52 1825.20 66 2194.50 8022.55 
32 1232.00 30 1017.00 52 1825.20 66 2194.50 8061.05 
32 1232.00 30 1017.00 52 1825.20 67 2227.75 8094.30 
32 1232.00 30 1017.00 53 1860.30 67 2227.75 8129.40 
32 1232.00 30 1017.00 53 1860.30 68 2261.00 8162.65 
f-· 33 -· 1270.50 30 1017.00 53 1860.30 68 2261.00 8201.15 
-------1------· 
-1860.30 33 1270.50 30 1017.00 53 68 2261.00 8238.65 33-1270.50 30 1017.00 54 1895.40 68 2261.00 8273.75 
33 1270.50 31 1050.90 54 1895.40 68 2261.00 8307.65 
33 1270.50 31 1050.90 54 1895.40 69 2294.25 8340.90 
33 1270.50 31 1050.90 54 1895.40 69 2294.25 8371.35 
34 1309.00 31 1050.90 54 1895.40 69 2294.25 8409.85 
34 1309.00 31 1050.90 55 1930.50 69 2294.25 8444.95 
34 1309.00 31 1050.90 55 1930.50 70 2327.50 8478.20 
34 1309.00 31 1050.90 56 1965.60 70 2327.50 8513.30 
35 1347.50 31 1050.90 56 1965.60 70 2327.50 8551.80 
35 1347.50 31 1050.90 56 1965.60 71 2360.75 8585.05 
~- f-1347.50 r--.,-~ f---1o84.8o ---r-1965.60 32 56 71 2360.75 8618.95 
35 1347.50 32 1084.80 56 1965.60 71 2360.75 8656.45 
35 1347.50 32 1084.80 57 2000.70 71 2360.75 8691.55 
35 1347.50 32 f--·1 084.80 57 2000.70 72 2394.00 8724.80 
35 1347.50 32 1084.80 57 2000.70 72 2394.00 8755.25 
0 
\C) 
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